THEOGONY. WORKS AND DAYS. TESTIMONIA
THE SHIELD. CATALOGUE OF WOMEN. OTHER FRAGMENTS

Hesiod
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY GLENN W. MOST

Praise for the original edition:
“Hesiod is our oldest source for many of the best-known and best-loved stories of Greek mythology.”
—New Republic

Hesiod describes himself as a Boeotian shepherd who heard the Muses call upon him to sing about the gods. His exact dates are unknown, but he has often been considered a younger contemporary of Homer. Glenn W. Most has thoroughly revised his edition to take account of the textual and interpretive scholarship that has appeared since its initial publication.

2018 408 pp.

L503 Vol. II: The Shield. Catalogue of Women. Other Fragments
2018 448 pp.

POSTHOMERICA
Quintus Smyrnaeus
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY NEIL HOPKINSON

Quintus Smyrnaeus’ Posthomerica, the only long mythological epic to survive in Greek from the period between Apollonius’ Argonautica (3rd century BC) and Nonnus’ Dionysiaca (5th century AD), fills in the whole story of the Trojan expedition between the end of Homer’s Iliad and the beginning of the Odyssey, which had been treated only episodically by earlier epic and dramatic poets.

This edition of the Posthomerica replaces the earlier Loeb Classical Library edition by A. S. Way (The Fall of Troy, 1913) with an updated text based on that of F. Vian, and fresh translation, introduction, and bibliography that take account of more than a century of intervening scholarship.

L019 2018 768 pp.

DISEASES OF WOMEN 1–2
Hippocrates
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY PAUL POTTER

This is the eleventh and final volume in the Loeb Classical Library’s complete edition of Hippocrates’ invaluable texts, which provide essential information about the practice of medicine in antiquity and about Greek theories concerning the human body. Here, Paul Potter presents the Greek text with facing English translation of Diseases of Women 1 and 2, which represent the most extensive accounts in the Hippocratic collection of female reproductive life, the pathological conditions affecting the female reproductive organs, and their proper terminology and recommended treatments. A lexicon of therapeutic agents is included for reference.


For all volumes of Hippocrates, visit page 9.
TRAGEDIES

Seneca
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY JOHN G. FITCH

Praise for the original edition:
“Classicists working with Seneca will want to have this edition at hand, while readers with little or no Latin will also soon discover that this is the edition of Seneca to use.”
—University of Toronto Quarterly

Seneca is a figure of first importance in both Roman politics and literature. John G. Fitch has thoroughly revised his two-volume edition of Seneca’s Tragedies to take account of the textual and interpretive scholarship that has appeared since its initial publication. His translation conveys the force of Seneca’s dramatic language and the lyric quality of his choral odes.


LIVY
History of Rome
Volume XI: Books 38–40
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY J. C. YARDLEY

Livy (Titus Livius), the great Roman historian, was born at Patavium (Padua) in 64 or 59 bc, where after years in Rome he died in AD 12 or 17. Livy’s history, composed as the imperial autocracy of Augustus was replacing the republican system that had stood for over 500 years, presents in splendid style a vivid narrative of Rome’s rise from the traditional foundation of the city in 753 or 751 bc to 9 bc and illustrates the collective and individual virtues necessary to achieve and maintain such greatness. This edition replaces the original Loeb edition by Evan T. Sage.


For all volumes of Livy, visit page 10.

DIGITAL LOEB CLASSICAL LIBRARY

A Choice Outstanding Academic Titles “Top 10 Internet Resources” Selection

“Its scope is huge … The digital Loeb will be a godsend to all sorts of people, not just to or even primarily to classicists.” —BRUCE WHITEMAN, LOS ANGELES REVIEW OF BOOKS

“The Loeb Library … remains to this day the Anglophone world’s most readily accessible collection of classical masterpieces … Now, with their digitization, [the translations] have crossed yet another frontier.” —TOM HOLLAND, WALL STREET JOURNAL

For information about access plans or to register for an institutional free trial, visit loebclassics.com or email loebclassics_sales@harvard.edu.
FRAGMENTARY
REPUBLICAN LATIN

**Ennius**
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY
SANDER M. GOLDBERG •
GESINE MANUWALD

Quintus Ennius (239–169 BC), widely regarded as the father of Roman literature, was instrumental in creating a new Roman literary identity and inspired major developments in Roman religion, social organization, and popular culture. This two-volume edition of Ennius, which inaugurates the Loeb series *Fragmentary Republican Latin*, replaces that of Warmington in *Remains of Old Latin, Volume I* and offers fresh texts, translations, and annotation that are fully current with modern scholarship.


APULEIUS

**Apologia. Florida. De Deo Socratis**
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY
CHRISTOPHER P. JONES

Apuleius, one of the great stylists of Latin literature, was born ca. 125 AD in Madauros to a politically prominent family and received an elite education in the provincial capital Carthage and at Athens, where he began a life-long allegiance to Platonic philosophy. Although Apuleius is best known for his picaresque novel *Metamorphoses* or *The Golden Ass* (LCL 44, 453), he also wrote and declaimed on a wide variety of subjects. This edition contains the other surviving works of Apuleius that are considered genuine. This edition, new to the Loeb Classical Library, offers fresh translations and texts based on the best critical editions.

**L534** 2017 452 pp.

For all volumes of Apuleius, visit page 5.

GALLEN

**Hygiene**
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY
IAN JOHNSTON

Galen of Pergamum (129–?199/216), physician to the court of the emperor Marcus Aurelius, was a philosopher, scientist, medical historian, theoretician, and practitioner who wrote on an astonishing range of subjects and whose impact on later eras rivaled that of Aristotle. His treatise *Hygiene*, also known as “On the Preservation of Health” (*De sanitate tuenda*), ranks among his most important and influential works, providing a comprehensive account of the practice of preventive medicine that still has relevance today.


For all volumes of Galen, visit page 8.

PLATO

**Euthyphro. Apology. Crito. Phaedo**
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY
CHRIS EMLYN-JONES • WILLIAM PREDDY

Plato of Athens laid the foundations of the Western philosophical tradition and in range and depth ranks among its greatest practitioners. Traditionally ascribed to Plato are thirty-five dialogues developing Socrates’ dialectic method and composed with great stylistic virtuosity, together with the *Apology* and thirteen letters. The four works in this volume recount the circumstances of Socrates’ trial and execution in 399 BC. This edition, which replaces the original Loeb edition by Harold North Fowler, offers text, translation, and annotation that are fully current with modern scholarship.

**L036** 2017 574 pp.

For all volumes of Plato, visit page 11.
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L244

Macrobius


Manetho

L350 History of Egypt and Other Works

Manilius

L469 Astronomica

Marcus Aurelius

L058

Martial

L095 Epigrams, Vol. II: Books 6–10

Menander


Minor Attic Orators

L308 Vol. I: Antiphon and Andocides

Minor Latin Poets


**NONNOS**
— **L344** Dionysiaca, Vol. I: Books 1–15
— **L354** Dionysiaca, Vol. II: Books 16–35
— **L356** Dionysiaca, Vol. III: Books 36–48

**OPPIAN, COLLUTHUS, TRYPHIDORUS**
— **L219**

**OVID**
— **L041** Vol. I: Heroides. Amores
— **L042** Books 1–8
— **L043** Books 9–15

**PAPYRI**
— **L266** Vol. I: Private Documents (Agreements, Receipts, Wills, Letters, Memoranda, Accounts and Lists, and Others)
— **L282** Vol. II: Public Documents (Codes and Regulations, Edicts and Orders, Public Announcements, Reports of Meetings, Judicial Business, Petitions and Applications, Declarations to Officials, Contracts, Receipts, Accounts and Lists, Correspondence, and Others)
— **L360** Vol. III: Poetry

**PAUSANIAS**
— **L093** Description of Greece, Vol. I: Books 1–2 (Attica and Corinth)
— **L185** Description of Greece, Vol. II: Books 3–5 (Laconia, Messenia, Elis I)
— **L272** Description of Greece, Vol. III: Books 6–8.21 (Elis II, Achaia, Arcadia)
— **L297** Description of Greece, Vol. IV: Books 8.22–10 (Arcadia, Boeotia, Phocis and Ozolian Locri)

**PETRONIUS**
— **L015** Satyricon. Seneca: Apocolocyntosis

**PHILO**
— **L226** Vol. I: On the Creation. Allegorical Interpretation of Genesis 2 and 3
— **L379** Vol. X: On the Embassy to Gaius. General Indexes
— **L380** Supplement I: Questions and Answers on Genesis
— **L401** Supplement II: Questions and Answers on Exodus

**PHILOSTRATUS**
— **L016** Vol. I: Life of Apollonius of Tyana: Books 1–4
— **L017** Vol. II: Life of Apollonius of Tyana: Books 5–8
— **L521** Heroicus. Gymnasticus. Discourses 1 and 2

**PHILOSTRATUS THE ELDER**
— **L256** Imagines. Philostratus the Younger: Imagines. Callistratus: Descriptions

**PINDAR**
— **L056** Vol. I: Olympian Odes. Pythian Odes

**PLATO**
— **L166** Vol. III: Lysis. Symposium. Gorgias
— **L276** Vol. VI: Republic: Books 6–10
— **L123** Vol. VII: Theaetetus. Sophist
— **L164** Vol. VIII: Statesman. Philebus. Ion
— **L192** Vol. XI: Laws: Books 7–12
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PLAUTUS

- **L061** Vol. II: Casina. Casket Comedy. Curculio. Epidicus. Two Menaechmuses
- **L260** Vol. IV: Little Carthaginian. Pseudolus. Rope

PLINY

- **L330** Natural History, Vol. I: Books 1–2
- **L352** Natural History, Vol. II: Books 3–7
- **L353** Natural History, Vol. III: Books 8–11
- **L370** Natural History, Vol. IV: Books 12–16
- **L371** Natural History, Vol. V: Books 17–19
- **L392** Natural History, Vol. VI: Books 20–23
- **L393** Natural History, Vol. VII: Books 24–27. Index of Plants
- **L418** Natural History, Vol. VIII: Books 28–32. Index of Fishes
- **L394** Natural History, Vol. IX: Books 33–35
- **L419** Natural History, Vol. X: Books 36–37

PLINY THE YOUNGER


PLOTINUS

- **L440** Vol. I: Porphyry on the Life of Plotinus. Ennead 1
- **L441** Vol. II: Ennead 2
- **L442** Vol. III: Ennead 3
- **L443** Vol. IV: Ennead 4
- **L444** Vol. V: Ennead 5
- **L445** Vol. VI: Ennead 6.1–5
- **L468** Vol. VII: Ennead 6.6–9

PLUTARCH

- **L424** Moralia, Vol. VIII: Table-Talk: Books 1–6
- **L426** Moralia, Vol. XI: On the Malice of Herodotus. Causes of Natural Phenomena
- **L470** Moralia, Vol. XIII: Part 2. Stoic Essays
- **L429** Moralia, Vol. XV: Fragments
- **L499** Moralia, Vol. XVI: Index
- **L080** Parallel Lives, Vol. IV: Alcibiades and Coriolanus. Lysander and Sulla
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---

**L098** Parallel Lives,
Vol. VI: Dion and Brutus.
Timoleon and Aemilius Paulus

**L099** Parallel Lives,
Vol. VII: Demosthenes and
Cicero. Alexander and Caesar

**L100** Parallel Lives,
Vol. VIII: Sertorius and Eumenes. Phocion and Cato the Younger

**L101** Parallel Lives,
Vol. IX: Demetrius and Antony. Pyrrhus and Gaius Marius

**L102** Parallel Lives,

**L103** Parallel Lives,

---

**POLYBIUS**

**L125** Histories,
Vol. I: Books 1–2

**L137** Histories,
Vol. II: Books 3–4

**L138** Histories,
Vol. III: Books 5–8

**L159** Histories,
Vol. IV: Books 9–15

**L160** Histories,
Vol. V: Books 16–27

**L161** Histories,

---

**PROCOPIUS**

**L048** Vol. I: History of the Wars: Books 1–2 (Persian War)

**L081** Vol. II: History of the Wars: Books 3–4 (Vandalic War)

**L107** Vol. III: History of the Wars: Books 5–6.15 (Gothic War)

**L173** Vol. IV: History of the Wars: Books 6.16–7.35 (Gothic War)

**L217** Vol. V: History of the Wars: Books 7.36–8 (Gothic War)

**L290** Vol. VI: Anecdota or Secret History

**L343** Vol. VII: On Buildings. General Index

---

**PROPERTIUS**

**L018** Elegies


**L398** Vol. II: Against Symmachus 2. Crowns of Martyrdom. Scenes From History. Epilogue

---

**PTOLEMY**

**L435** Tetrabiblos

---

**QUINTILIAN**

**L124** The Orator’s Education,
Vol. I: Books 1–2

**L125** The Orator’s Education,
Vol. II: Books 3–5

**L126** The Orator’s Education,
Vol. III: Books 6–8

**L127** The Orator’s Education,
Vol. IV: Books 9–10

**L494** The Orator’s Education, Vol. V: Books 11–12

---

**QUINTUS SMYRNAEUS**

**L019** Posthomerica

---

**REMAINS OF OLD LATIN**


**L329** Vol. III: Lucilius. Twelve Tables

**L359** Vol. IV: Archai Inscriptions

---

**SALLUST**

**L116** War with Catiline. War with Jugurtha

**L522** Fragments of the Histories. Letters to Caesar

---

**SENECA THE ELDER**

**L463** Declamations, Vol. I: Controversiae: Books 1–6


---

**SEXTUS EMPIRICUS**

**L273** Vol. I: Outlines of Pyrrhonism

**L291** Vol. II: Against the Logicians

**L311** Vol. III: Against the Physicists. Against the Ethicists

**L352** Vol. IV: Against the Professors

---

**SIDONIUS**


**L420** Vol. II: Letters: Books 3–9

---

**SILIUS ITALICUS**

**L277** Punica,
Vol. I: Books 1–8

**L278** Punica,
Vol. II: Books 9–17

---

**SOPHOCLES**


**L483** Vol. III: Fragments

---

De Brevitate Vitae. De Consolatione ad Polibium. De Consolatione ad Helviam

**L310** Vol. III: Moral Essays: De Beneficiis

**L075** Vol. IV: Epistles 1–65

**L076** Vol. V: Epistles 66–92

**L077** Vol. VI: Epistles 93–124

**L450** Vol. VII: Natural Questions: Books 1–3

**L457** Vol. X: Natural Questions: Books 4–7


**L277** Punica,
Vol. I: Books 1–8

**L278** Punica,
Vol. II: Books 9–17

---
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